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Introduction to Post-Election Audits
MCL 168.31a instructs the Secretary of State to develop an election audit program that details the documents 
to be inspected and the procedures used in preparation for and during an election.  The post-election audit 
process will thoroughly review procedures performed before, during, and after the conduct of an election, 
including a review of voted ballots with a hand tally of select contests.  The review of voted ballots will verify the 
equipment used to count votes worked properly and yielded the correct result. Information collected as part of 
the post-election audit process will be used as an educational tool for all levels of election administration.  
Assignments will be made in the eLearning Center to reinforce deficiencies found of the local and/or county 
clerks.   

Key Points 

 Audit Process
Following the canvass of an election, counties and Bureau of Elections staff will conduct a thorough review 
of pre-election and election day documents to determine if procedures were properly followed according to 
state law and established procedure. 

 Selection Process
The Bureau of Elections will randomly select precincts and contests for counties following each election 
and may select additional precincts and contests to be audited at the state level.   

 Focus of the Audit
Election notices, election inspector appointments and training, ePollbook security, test deck 
procedures, military and overseas voter applications, and a review of the Pollbook and ballot containers 
used on election day will be the primary focus of the audit. In addition, an audit of the results of up to 
three contests in a General election and one contest in other elections on the ballot in each precinct will 
be conducted. 

 Audit Findings
Discrepancies and deficiencies found as a result of the post-election audit will be used as training 
points for the local clerk who is participating in the audit as well as aid in the determination of future 
training needs to be provided at both the county and state level. The audit of voted ballots will reinforce 
accuracy and security of the voting system.

Important Considerations 
Those subject to a post-election audit should continue to maintain the security of their election day materials 
until the post-election audit has been conducted.  The goal of the post-election audit process is to enhance 
election administrators’ understanding of required elections procedures and practices and ensure the accuracy 
of the voting system and tabulation process.   

Selection Process 
The Bureau of Elections will randomly select precincts and contests for county audits the day after an election.  
The Bureau of Elections may select additional precincts to be audited at the state level as well.  Participants will 
be contacted by their County Clerk or the State depending on who is conducting the audit.  The list of those 
being audited will also be announced in a News Update following the election. 

Participants must maintain security on all of their election day materials until the post-election audit has been 
conducted.  Further, the participants should ensure the ePollbook (EPB) and associated encrypted flash drive 
for the precinct selected are kept secure and data is not deleted until the audit is completed.  (Note:  Per the 
EPB user agreement, data must be deleted seven days post canvass; this deadline is extended for precincts 
involved in post-election audits. 
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Clerk Preparation 
County clerks conducting audits will coordinate the scheduling of the audit with the local jurisdiction.  The audit 
should take place in a public location and when possible in a location agreeable to the local clerk.  As a subject 
of the audit, the local clerk and county clerk must provide all materials needed to conduct the audit of the 
specified precinct and associated absent voter counting board.   
   

 Materials needed to conduct a Post-Election Audit 
  Noticer of Registration (Affidavit of Publication) 
  Election Notice (Affidavit of Publication) 
  Public Accuracy Test Notice (Affidavit of Publication) 
  Election Commission’s election inspector appointment record (minutes or signed resolution from 

meeting) 
  Listing of appointed election inspectors 
  Election Inspector applications for all inspectors appointed 
  Confirmation that election inspectors attended training (dated or signed certificate or sign in sheet)  
  Confirmation that election inspector appointments were sent to the major political parties (fax or 

email verification or certified mail receipt) [partisan elections only] 
  ePollbook laptop used in the precinct and encrypted flash drive 
  Absent Voter Ballot Posting [partisan elections only] 
  Sealed container that contains all testing materials; including: 

 Test deck 
 Chart of pre-determined results 
 Tabulator zero and results tapes 

  Tabulator Testing and Security Certification Form (may be sealed in the test container)  
  Election Commission Certification - Public Accuracy Test (if applicable) 
  Voter Assist Terminal Preparation Checklist and Test Certification Form 
  Pollbook 
  Applications to Vote 
  Affidavits of Voter Not in Possession of Picture Identification 
  AV apps for Military and Overseas Voters and confirmation of ballot sent (e.g., email or fax receipt, 

proof of mailing if available) 
  Sealed ballot container with ballots 
  Program container certificate (if applicable) 
  Provisional Ballot Forms 
  Master card for any voter issued an Affidavit or Envelope ballot 
  Final Canvass Report 
  Receiving Board Checklist 

Conducting the Post-Election Audit 

The post-election audit must be conducted within 30 days of Canvass completion unless a recount has been 
ordered.  The post-election audit will require the inspection of election documents and the procedures used 
prior to the election and on election day.  A comprehensive worksheet will be used to uniformly conduct the 
post-election audit for precincts throughout the state. Detailed instructions on the use of the worksheet follow.  
All discrepancies should be documented on the back side of the worksheet.  Note:  If the Board of Canvassers 
corrected any item reviewed during the conduct of the post-election audit at the Canvass, the information 
provided by the election inspectors should be used to answer the appropriate questions.  Corrections made by 
the Board of Canvassers should be noted on the reverse side of the worksheet.  
 

Pre-Election Requirements 
 
Public Notices 
Michigan Election Law requires a number of notices to be published in a local newspaper prior to an upcoming 
election.  The newspaper should supply an Affidavit of Publication to the publisher to confirm publication. 
Review the following notices: 
 

 Notice of Registration (MCL 168.498(3) – Ch. 16. Election Officials’ Manual) 
• Publication date must be no later than 30 days before the election. 
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• Must include:  name of the jurisdiction, date of the election, listing of the offices to be 
elected/nominated, a brief description of ballot proposals and where to find the full text, 
locations where registrations will be accepted, and days and hours when an authorized 
person will be available to accept the registration. 

  

 Notice of Election (MCL 168.653a – Ch. 16. Election Officials’ Manual) 
• Publication date must be no later than the seventh calendar day before the election. 
• Must include: date of the election and polling place hours, listing of the offices to be 

elected/nominated, a brief description of ballot proposals and where to find the full text, a 
listing of polling place locations, a statement regarding accessibility in the polling place, and 
if a millage increase is on the ballot, a tax rate limitation statement. 
 

 Public Logic and Accuracy Test (MCL 168.798(1) Ch. 16 Election Officials’ Manual) 
• Publication date must be at least 48 hours prior to the conduct of the test. 
• Test date must be conducted no later than the fifth day prior to the election. 
• Must include: date of the election, date, time, and location of the test and a statement 

regarding the purpose of the test. 
 

When reviewing these items, place a checkmark in the Yes box when all of the above criteria are met.  If a 
component is missing, place a checkmark in the No box and explain the discrepancy on the backside of the 
worksheet. 
 
Weekend Hours in QVF 
Using QVF, verify the eight hours the clerk’s office is required to be open the Saturday and/or Sunday prior to 
the election was entered into the Clerk Contacts tab (MCL 168.761b). 
 
 

Election Inspectors – Ch. 13 Election Officials’ Manual 
The Election Commission of each jurisdiction must appoint precinct and receiving board inspectors at least 21 
days but not more than 40 days before each election (MCL 168.674).  Review Election Commission minutes 
and/or resolutions to ensure these appointments took place.  Place a checkmark in the appropriate box to 
indicate if the Election Commission made the appointments. Ensure at least one Republican and one Democrat 
was appointed to the precinct. 
 

Next, review the Election Inspector applications provided.  Ensure there is an application for every inspector 
appointed (MCL 168.677).  Place a checkmark in the appropriate box to indicate if all applications are available.  
Then verify each election inspector attended a training class (MCL 168.683).  Place a checkmark in the 
appropriate box to indicate if proof was provided for each inspector appointed. Lastly, place a checkmark in the 
appropriate box to indicate if proof that the election inspector appointments were sent to the local major political 
parties if evaluating a partisan election (MCL 168.674). 

ePollbook Evaluation (if applicable) 
 

Certain security features must be employed in the ePollbook software and on the encrypted flash drive in order 
to maintain security of sensitive voter information (Reference User Agreement and ePollbook User Manual).  
Using the laptop and flash drive used in the precinct on election day, evaluate the following: 
 

1. Open the EPB software and verify the encryption password is a strong password and not 
QVFSecure08.  A strong password contains a combination of at least eight upper and lower case 
characters with at least one number or symbol. 
 

2. Login to the software using the ADMIN username.  
Click on Sys Admin and User Administration.  Verify 
additional usernames were created.  Check Yes or 
No next to “Unique User/Pwd” on the worksheet. 
 

3. Plug the encrypted flash drive in and ensure the V-
Safe100 software is listed or Bitlocker is installed 
(check the BL box and skip to step 4 if the latter).  If 
V-Safe 100 was used, double click on V-Safe 100.  If 
a password is requested, answer Yes to the 
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“PrivacyZone Active” question on the worksheet.  Otherwise answer No.  
 

4. Request the Password from the local Clerk and enter into the V-Safe 100 or Bitlocker pop-up box. 
Verify the five files listed in the image to the right were saved.  You may need to open a folder to verify.  
If all seven files are listed, mark Yes on the worksheet for “Docs Saved in PZ.”  If some of the files are 
listed but not all, indicate which files are missing on the back side of the worksheet. 
 

5. Record the date the hostservice.zip file was modified. 
 

Voting System Review – Test Procedure Manual for Tabulators & Voter Assist Terminals 
 
A vital component to a successful election is the conduct of the preliminary and public Logic and Accuracy 
Testing prior to the election.  All Logic and Accuracy Testing materials should have been placed under seal in 
an approved ballot container (separate from the precinct container) after testing was completed.  Verify the 
container containing the testing material is sealed and indicate Yes or No on the worksheet.  Verify that the seal 
number on the container is the seal number that was recorded on the Tabulator Program Testing and Security 
Certification Form (which may be sealed in the container) and record the answer on the worksheet. 
 
A record of the tabulator serial number and the seal number must also be recorded on the Tabulator Program 
Testing and Security Certification form after the preliminary accuracy test.  When performing this portion of the 
audit, verify that the Tabulator Program Testing and Security Certification Form lists the seal and serial number 
for the tabulator.  Verify the seal and serial numbers listed on the Tabulator Program Testing and Security 
Certification Form match the seal and serial numbers listed in the corresponding precinct’s Clerk’s Preparation 
Certificate portion of the Pollbook. Place appropriate checkmarks on the worksheet to indicate whether these 
seals and serial numbers matched. If the jurisdiction used a vendor for testing and that same vendor 
programmed the memory cards, verify that the Election Commission Certification form was also completed and 
place a checkmark in the appropriate EC Addendum box. If the ballot marks were printed by a vendor using 
non-precinct ballot stock, ensure at least three ballots were hand marked and place a checkmark in the 
appropriate Pre-printed TD – HM box. 
 
Next write the dates the Preliminary and Public Tests were conducted on the appropriate line of the worksheet. 
Public Tests should have been conducted at least five days prior to the election.  Preliminary tests should be 
conducted as soon after receiving ballots as possible and well before the public test. 

Test Deck Completion 
 

Next review the Logic and Accuracy Testing “test deck” and chart of pre-determined results.  There are initially 
thirteen ballot creation instructions required to be marked on to test ballots and then additional test ballots must 
be created to ensure the vote totals are different for each candidate in a race.  Place a checkmark in the 
appropriately numbered box on the checkbox to indicate proper completion of each test ballot. (MCL 
168.798(1), R 168.773 and R 168.776).  See Appendix for other election type charts. 
 
Instruction Pre-determined result – General Election  

1  All positions on the ballot voted. 
2 All unused positions on the ballot voted. 
3 A blank ballot. 
4 One straight party vote cast (no other partisan votes). 
5 Two straight party votes cast resulting in an overvote (no other partisan votes). 
6 In a different office for each instruction: 

(a) One straight party vote, plus: 
(b) In a “vote for 1” partisan office, 1 vote for 1 candidate of the same party used in (a) 
(c) In a “vote for 1” partisan office, 1 vote for 1 candidate of a different party than used in (a) 
(d) In a “vote for 2” partisan office, 1 vote for 2 candidates, each from different parties 
(e) No votes in a partisan office where a candidate appears under the party selected in (a) 
(f) A vote for 1 write-in candidate in either a partisan or non-partisan office 
(g) Non-partisan offices and proposals voted 

7 (Ballot 1) No straight party vote and votes correctly voted in the partisan section with overvotes in the non-
partisan and proposal sections 
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7 (Ballot 2) No straight party vote and votes correctly voted in the non-partisan section with overvotes in the 
partisan and proposal sections 

7 (Ballot 3) No straight party vote and votes correctly in the proposal section with overvotes in the partisan 
and non-partisan sections 

8 In a different office for each instruction: 
(a) Two straight party votes cast 

(b) In two “vote for 1” offices, 1 vote for 1 candidate listed under the first party selected in (a) 
and a vote for 1 candidate listed under second party selected in (a) 
(c) In two “vote for 1” offices, 1 vote for 1 candidate of the first party selected 
(d) In a “vote for 1” office, 1 vote for 1 candidate of the second party selected  

*Additional ballots may be required to complete (c) and (d). 
9 In a different office for each instruction: 

(a) One straight party vote where 2 candidates of that party are in a “vote for 2” partisan race 
(b) In the first “vote for 2” office, where there are 2 candidates from the party used in (a), 2 

votes for candidates of a different party than used in (a) 
(c) In a second “vote for 2” office, where there are 2 candidates from the party used in (a), 2 

votes for candidates of two different parties than used in (a) 
*if a ballot contains a “vote for 3” office and there are 3 candidates from that party running, an 
additional test ballot must be included following this same instruction but subbing 3 for 2. 

10 In a different office for each instruction: 
(a) One straight party vote where 2 candidates of that party are in a “vote for 2” partisan race 
(b) In the first “vote for 2” office, where there are 2 candidates from the party used in (a), 1 

vote for a candidate of a different party than used in (a) 
(c) In a second “vote for 2” office, where there are 2 candidates from the party used in (a), 1 

vote for a candidate of the party used in (a) and 1 vote for a candidate of a different party 
(d) In a third “vote for 2” office, where there are 2 candidates from the same party used in 

(a), 1 vote for a candidate of the same party used in (a) 
*Additional ballots may be required to complete this test 

11 (a) One straight party vote where only 1 candidate of the same party is in a “vote for 2” 
partisan race 

(b) In a second “vote for 2” office, where there is only 1 candidate from the party used in (a), 
1 vote for a candidate of a different party than used in (a) 

*Additional ballots may be required to complete this test 
12 One straight party vote and individual votes for each candidate in that same party.  Repeat for 

each party.  
13 A ballot voted from a different precinct (if applicable). 

Dif. Totals Additional ballots voted to ensure at least 2 straight party votes have been cast for each party and 
a different total number of valid votes are cast for each party in the straight party section, each 
candidate within an office, and for and against each proposal. 

 
 
Once each ballot and the chart of pre-determined results have been reviewed, compare the chart of pre-
determined results with the tabulator tape.  Check Yes or No on the worksheet provided to indicate whether the 
results from the chart of pre-determined results matched the tabulator tape or not.  Lastly, indicate on the 
worksheet whether or not a zero tape for the test was provided.  

Voter Assist Terminal  
 

1. Review the Voter Assist Terminal Preparation Checklist and Test Certification Form and verify it was 
properly completed. 

2. Locate the VAT Test Deck to verify the VAT was tested before the Election. 
3. Locate the blank “test” ballot used to test the VAT on Election Day (if any). 
4. Count the number of voters that used the VAT by: 

a. Reviewing the precinct list for an alternate ballot number (if stubbed stock was used); or by 
b. Opening the VAT envelope used to invalidate precinct ballots (if regular ballot numbers were 

used); or by 
c. Counting the number of VAT ballots found in the ballot container 
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Application to Vote & Military and Overseas Voter Review 
 
Review the Applications to Vote.  Physically count the Applications to Vote and determine if there is the same 
number of Applications to Vote as voters in the Pollbook.  Next, spot check the Applications to Vote to ensure 
they were properly completed by voters and election inspectors.  Check Yes or No on the worksheet provided 
to indicate the answers to these questions. 
 
Record the number of Affidavits of Voter Not in Possession of Picture Identification completed. 
 
If absentee ballots were processed in the precinct, use the AV Applications to Vote to determine whether the 
precinct processed any Military or Overseas voters.  Then review the applications to ensure those ballots were 
sent within 24 hours of receipt of the application or if the application was received more than 45 days prior to 
the election the ballot was sent by the 45th day prior to the election (e.g., email or fax receipt, proof of mailing if 
available).  Answer the appropriate questions on the worksheet and note any discrepancies on the backside of 
the worksheet.  NOTE:  In a precinct with no or minimal military and overseas absentee ballots, the local Clerk 
should bring all military and overseas absent voter ballot applications for the jurisdiction.  Conduct a thorough 
review of those applications using the guidelines above. (MCL 168.759a and Military and Overseas Voter for 
Election Administrators Manual) 
 

Absent Voter Information Posting 
 
If auditing an election with a state or federal office, review the absent voter information posting required to be 
posted before and on election day.  Prior to 8 a.m. on election day the number of AV ballots distributed to 
absent voters, the number of absent voter ballots returned, and the number of absent voter ballots being 
delivered must be recorded and posted.  Before 9 p.m. the number of absent voter ballots issued to same day 
registrants on election day, returned on election day, number of absent voter ballots returned and delivered for 
processing on election day and the grand totals for each must be recorded and posted.  Finally, once all returns 
are complete, the total number of absent voter ballots returned by voters and the total number processed 
should be recorded and posted.  Indicate completion on the worksheet. (MCL 168.765(5) and Ch. 6 Election 
Officials’ Manual). 
 
 

Receiving Board Checklist  
Verify the completion of a Receiving Board checklist on 
election day.  Indicate completion of the worksheet.  (MCL 
168.679a and Receiving Board Guide) 
 

Paperwork Assessment 
 
Finally, review the remaining components of the Pollbook.  
The following images are examples of properly completed 
Pollbooks.  Please note, there are many styles of Pollbooks 
in use throughout the state and the layout may be different 
from what is displayed below. 
 

 
 
Pollbook 
Items 1-4 are generally found on the front and inside cover 
of the Pollbook. 
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1. Review the Clerk’s Preparation Certificate.  A completed Clerk’s Preparation Certificate includes serial and 
seal numbers for both the tabulator and the Voter Assist Terminal.  In addition, a signature and date prior to 
the election should be included. 
 

2. Ensure all checkboxes are completed in the Election Inspectors’ Preparation Certificate and that the 
inspectors signed.  Many Pollbooks combine the signatures with step 3. 

 

3. Ensure all inspectors (including the chairperson) subscribed to the Constitutional Oath of Office. 
 

4. Ensure the oath administrator signed in the appropriate location(s). 
 
5. Compare the signatures of the election inspectors with the Election Commission appointments to ensure all 

that signed the oath were appointed.  
 
6. If applicable, ensure the write-in portion of the Pollbook was completed.  Votes should be properly totaled 

after the tally marks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Ensure the tabulator tape/statement of votes (should be affixed to the Statement of 

Votes signature page in the back of Pollbook) was signed by all election inspectors. 
 
8. Ensure the number of ballots tabulated on the totals tape matches the number of 

voters listed in the Pollbook. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  
 

9. Ensure the Ballot Summary (found in the Pollbook) is 
completed, balanced, and totals are accurate.  The 
Difference should always be zero. If there is a valid 
discrepancy, was it remarked?  If so, check the Remark 
box.  
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Items 10-13 are usually found on the last page or two in the Pollbook. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10. Ensure all checkboxes are 
completed in the Election 
Inspectors’ Completion Certificate 
and that the inspectors signed.   
 

11. Ensure the ballot container seal 
number is properly recorded.  Most 
containers only require one seal. 

 
12. Ensure the program container seal 

number is properly recorded (if 
applicable). 

 
13. Ensure one inspector of each major 

political party signed the seal 
certification.  

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Program Container Certificate (if applicable)  
Finally, the Program Container Certificate should be reviewed.  
Ensure proper completion by: 
 

1. Verifying the seal number was properly recorded. 
 

2. Verifying one inspector of each major political party signed 
the seal certification. 

 
NOTE:  If the Certificate is not available, the Pollbook may be used. 
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Provisional Ballot Form Review 
 
Review the Provisional Ballot Forms with the Pollbook to ensure the number issued matches the number in the 
Ballot Summary.   
 

• For a voter issued an Affidavit ballot, review the Provisional Ballot Form and verify the election 
inspector marked Question 3 Yes.   

• For a voter issued an Envelope ballot, review the Provisional Ballot Form and verify the election 
inspector marked Question 3 No.   

 
Without researching the registration of each voter, review the uncounted Envelope ballot Provisional Ballot 
Forms. 
 

• Determine based on the information provided on the form if the Envelope ballot was appropriately 
processed by the election inspector and/or the local Clerk. 
 

Ensure a master card is available for each voter issued an Affidavit or Envelope ballot verifying the voter was 
registered to vote after the election.  Finally, if an envelope ballot was counted, verify it was sealed in an 
approved ballot container. 
 
Answer the appropriate questions on the worksheet after review of all Provisional Ballot Forms.  Explain any 
discrepancies on the backside of the worksheet (MCL 168.523a and Ch. 11 Election Officials’ Manual). 
 

Ballot Container Examination 
 
Locate the ballot container seal number recorded in the Pollbook and enter it on to the worksheet.  Then 
examine the ballot container.  Record the seal number found on the Ballot Container Certificate (below left) and 
then the seal number on the actual container on to the worksheet.  Indicate on the worksheet whether the Ballot 
Container Certificate was signed by one election inspector of each major political party.  Now verify the 
container was properly sealed.  A properly sealed container is one in which the seal has been affixed securely 
and the ballot container is unable to be opened.  The last check in this section is to ensure the Board of 
Canvassers approval certificate (below right) is affixed to the ballot container.  Record the answer to these 
questions on the worksheet by selecting the appropriate Yes or No boxes. (Ch. 12 Election Officials’ Manual). 
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Spoiled & Duplicated Ballots 
Open the ballot container and pull out the Spoiled and Original Ballot Envelopes.  Does the number of spoiled 
ballots in the Spoiled Ballot Envelope equal the number of spoiled ballots listed in the Pollbook?  Answer the 
appropriate question on the worksheet.  Next, open the Original Ballot Envelope.  If the envelope contains 
ballots, attempt to locate the matching duplicate with the voted ballots in the ballot container.  Verify the ballots 
were properly duplicated and indicate that verification on the worksheet.  Finally, indicate whether any of the 
duplicated ballots were electronic (MOVE) or FWAB ballots and if they were duplicated properly as well on the 
worksheet.  Do this in a manner which avoids identifying the voter. (Ch. 12 Election Officials’ Manual). 

Voted Ballot Hand Count Audit 
The final step in the post-election audit is a review of voted ballots with a hand tally of select contests.  As done 
in a recount, two people should count to ensure the number of ballots matches the number tabulated and/or the 
number of voters.  One person will count the ballots, placing them in a stack while the second person looks on 
to ensure two ballots aren’t stuck together and the count is accurate.  Count ballots one at a time and place 
them in stacks of 25 as you count.  Then ballots should be separated into piles based on the vote cast in the 
contest being audited.  This should be done in the same manner as the initial count and the vote cast should be 
determined based on Michigan Validity Standards.  Add up the totals for: 
 
Each Candidate (if applicable) 
Yes (if applicable) 
No (if applicable) 
Write-ins (if applicable) 
Overvotes 
Undervotes 
 
Record both the hand counted totals and the totals provided in the Board of Canvassers Report on the 
Worksheet (attach additional pages if necessary). Note any changes from the tabulator tape totals.  Repeat 
these steps for other contests if applicable.   
 
 

Final Review 
 

Ensure all aspects of the worksheet have been completed and that any discrepancies have been explained on 
the backside of the worksheet.  Once the verification is complete, replace the Pollbook and Statement of Votes 
into the appropriate envelopes and reseal as necessary.  Each auditor should sign the backside of the 
worksheet verifying the completion of the process. After the post-election audit is conducted, the worksheet 
should be reviewed with the local Clerk. 
 
The worksheet data must then be entered electronically in the eLearning Center using the Post-Election Audit 
Online Form within two days of audit completion.  Auditors should retain the worksheet for 2 years post-election 
in case clarification is needed.  Once the data has been submitted electronically, the Bureau of Elections will 
make assignments in the eLearning Center to those jurisdictions with deficiencies.  The assignments could be a 
manual, reference document, online course, and/or video tutorial reinforcing proper procedures. 
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Appendix 
 

Additional Test Deck Charts 
 
Instruction Pre-determined result – Proposal Only Election 

1  All positions on the ballot voted. 
2 All unused positions on the ballot voted. 
3 A blank ballot. 
4 One ballot voted correctly 
5 A ballot voted from a different precinct. 

Dif. Totals Additional ballots voted to ensure a different total number of valid votes are cast for and 
against each proposal. 
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STATE OF MICHIGAN 

COURT OF CLAIMS 

 

 
DAN RYAN, PAUL DRISCOLL, JOELLEN M. 
PISARCZYK, and MYRON ZOLKEWSKY. 
 
 Plaintiffs, 
 

 
 
OPINION AND ORDER REGARDING 
PLAINTIFFS’ EMERGENCY MOTION 
FOR IMMEDIATE DECLARATORY 
JUDGMENT 
 
 

v Case No.  20-000198-MZ 
 

JOCELYN BENSON, 
 

Hon. Christopher M. Murray 

 Defendants. 
___________________________/ 

 

 

 This matter is before the Court on plaintiffs’ October 7, 2020 emergency motion for 

immediate declaratory judgment under MCR 2.605.1   

I.  BACKGROUND 

 Plaintiffs bring this action against defendant Jocelyn Benson, Michigan’s Secretary of 

State.  As Secretary of State, defendant is “the chief  election officer of the state and has 

supervisory authority over local election officials.”  Citizens Protecting Michigan’s Const v 

Secretary of State, 324 Mich App 561, 566; 922 NW2d 404 (2018), citing MCL 168.21.  In her 

 
                                                 
1 Two quick procedural points.  First, contrary to defendant’s argument, an expedited or 
“emergency” motion for declaratory relief is permissible under the court rules.  MCR 2.605(D).  
Second, plaintiffs’ reply brief, consisting of 20 pages, although not in violation of the court rules, 
is excessive.  Although LCR 2.119(C)(4) incorporates MCR 2.116(G)(1)(a)(iii), and that latter rule 
only applies to motions for summary disposition, given that rule and the expedited nature of this 
proceeding, the Court counsels plaintiffs from filing such lengthy reply briefs in the future. 
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role as chief election officer, defendant shall “[a]dvise and direct local election officials as to the 

proper methods of conducting elections.”  MCL 168.31(1)(b).  Defendant shall also investigate the 

administration of election law and report suspected violations of the same to the state’s attorney 

general.  MCL 168.31(1)(h).   

 Plaintiffs’ verified complaint alleges that defendant failed to exercise her duty to regulate 

the conduct of the 2020 general election by failing to prohibit partisan interest groups from 

funneling grant money to certain local jurisdictions.  In particular, plaintiffs allege that a private 

organization with a partisan agenda, the Center for Tech and Civic Life (CTCL), awarded grants 

to a select group of Michigan election jurisdictions in an effort to influence the outcome of the 

November 3, 2020 general election.  According to links provided by the parties to the CTCL grant 

application process, the grants can cover the cost of things like hand sanitizer, personal protective 

equipment for election officials, voter education, poll workers, and training for poll workers.  The 

complaint alleges that these private funds have been used to pay for printing and distributing 

absentee ballots and for ballot drop-boxes.  The ballot boxes allegedly secured by this funding do 

not, according to plaintiffs, comply with the requirements mandated by this state’s election law.   

 Specifically, plaintiffs assert MCL 168.666(a) (explaining that the Secretary of State “shall 

furnish” certain items, including metal seals suitable for sealing ballot boxes “at state expense”) 

and MCL 168.669(b) (requiring cities and township to provide, at their own expense, an approved 

ballot container) does not permit private organizations to fund the cost of conducting an election. 

Plaintiffs allege that defendant allowed CTCL to provide funding contrary to this election law, and 

also did so primarily in electoral jurisdictions that favor one political party over another.  And by 

doing so, plaintiffs allege that defendant has improperly favored the voting rights of individuals 

based on political preference.   
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 Plaintiffs ask the Court to declare that defendant violated Const 1963, art 2, § 4’s “purity 

of elections” clause, as well as Const 1963, art 1, § 2 (equal protection), by allowing certain 

jurisdictions to accept private funds for use in the upcoming general election.  Meanwhile, other 

jurisdictions that have not received grant funding must rely on taxpayer funding to conduct the 

election.  Plaintiffs also allege a violation of this state’s election law with respect to what they 

contend are improper absentee ballot boxes.  Further, citing media reports, the complaint alleges 

that the CTCL sent money to the City of Lansing and the City of East Lansing, which those cities 

used to send absent voter ballot applications to voters.  Plaintiffs ask that the Court enjoin 

defendant from allowing local jurisdictions to accept private funds from groups such as CTCL.  

Finally, plaintiffs ask the Court to issue a writ of mandamus compelling defendant to “require all 

contributions of private funds received by local election jurisdictions to be returned to the donor,” 

or to have these purportedly illegal funds distributed on an “equal basis to all election jurisdictions 

in Michigan on a pro rata basis by the number of registered voters in each jurisdiction.”      

II.  ANALYSIS 

 Plaintiffs have asked the Court for declaratory, injunctive, and mandamus relief, each of 

which require the exercise of significant discretion.  See Van Buren Charter Twp v Visteon Corp, 

319 Mich App 538, 545; 904 NW2d 192 (2017); Berry v Garrett, 316 Mich App 37, 41; 890 NW2d 

882 (2016); Martin v Murray, 309 Mich App 37, 45; 867 NW2d 444 (2015).  As will be discussed 

below, given the numerous material factual disputes surrounding plaintiffs’ allegations, the Court 

declines to exercise its discretion at this time to issue the requested relief, particularly with the 

general election fast approaching.  But before addressing those two points that are dispositive of 

this emergency motion, the Court turns to two potentially dispositive defenses to the case: standing 

and laches. 
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A.  STANDING 

 Defendant argues that plaintiff lacks standing.  A litigant “may have standing . . . if the 

litigant has a special injury or right, or substantial interest, that will be detrimentally affected in a 

manner different from the citizenry at large or if the statutory scheme implies that the Legislature 

intended to confer standing on the litigant.”  Lansing Schs Ed Ass’n v Lansing Bd of Ed, 487 Mich 

349, 372; 792 NW2d 686 (2010).  One injury alleged by plaintiffs is that their votes will be diluted 

or diminished.  Defendant argues that plaintiff does not have a special injury or right that will be 

detrimentally affected in a manner that is different than the citizenry at large.  In support, defendant 

cites cases concerning “vote dilution” and Article III standing in federal court, with some federal 

district courts explaining that generalized and speculative grievances of “vote dilution” will not 

suffice to confer standing.  See, e.g., Carson v Simon, __ F Supp 3d __ (D Minn, 2020).  

 The difficulty with defendant’s argument is that the LSEA Court held that Michigan 

standing jurisprudence is not coterminous with federal standing doctrine, LSEA, 487 Mich at 362, 

and thus the federal decisions under Article III provide no useful guidance.  The standards for 

determining standing in a Michigan court are, for better or worse, much less stringent than the 

federal standard.   League of Women Voters of Michigan v Secretary of State, __ Mich App __, 

__; __ NW2d __ (2020) (Docket Nos 350938 & 351073) (BOONSTRA, J., concurring) (“In sum, 

the restoration of the limited, prudential approach to standing in Lansing Sch Ed Ass’n made 

it easier to establish standing, or at least transformed the previously-existing requirement of 

standing into a discretionary consideration for the courts.”).  Here, because plaintiffs have a cause 

of action for a violation of the equal protection clause, and their rights could be substantially and 
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detrimentally affected differently than others within the general public,2 they have standing to 

bring these claims.   

B.  LACHES 

 Plaintiffs’ complaint is also not barred by laches, though one issue is.  “If a plaintiff has 

not exercised reasonable diligence in vindicating his or her rights, a court sitting in equity may 

withhold relief on the ground that the plaintiff is chargeable with laches.”  Knight v Northpointe 

Bank, 300 Mich App 109, 114; 832 NW2d 439 (2013).  “For laches to apply, inexcusable delay in 

bringing suit must have resulted in prejudice.”  Tenneco Inc v Amerisure Mut Ins Co, 281 Mich 

App 429, 457; 761 NW2d 846 (2008).   

 Plaintiffs did not engage in an unreasonable delay in filing this action.  In arguing 

otherwise, defendant directs the Court’s attention to CTCL’s website, but the information gleaned 

from that source does not support the application of laches.  According to the website, jurisdictions 

were invited to apply for grants “beginning the week of Tuesday, September 8, 2020.”  Center for 

Tech and Civil Life, https://www.techandciviclife.org/our-work/election-officials/grants/ 

(accessed October 16, 2020).  The website indicates that applications would be processed in “about 

two weeks.”  Id.  Disbursement of funds would then ostensibly occur after approval is received.  

Based on this information,3 and assuming the jurisdictions at issue applied on the first possible 

day, i.e., September 8, 2020, presumably the jurisdictions would have received decisions on their 

 
                                                 
2 In their verified complaint plaintiffs allege that the counties in which they reside have not had 
access to the grant monies that other counties have, thus at least facially meeting this standard. 
3 Relying almost exclusively on what is contained on a website does not give the Court great 
confidence on what was required at the time any applications from Michigan jurisdictions were 
made. 
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applications, at the earliest, sometime around September 22, 2020.4  Money would have 

presumably been awarded shortly after that, and any purchases of the at-issue equipment or other 

expenditures would have taken place sometime after that as well.  Thus, the expenditures and 

purchases that are the subject of plaintiffs’ complaint would have most likely occurred in late 

September or early October.  However, all of this is uncertain because the parties have not provided 

the Court with more precise and reliable information.   

 Nevertheless, plaintiffs filed their complaint on or about October 5, 2020.  Based on the 

above timeline, it is not immediately apparent—with one exception noted below—that plaintiffs 

unnecessarily delayed in bringing this action.  And where defendant has raised the issue of laches 

but has otherwise failed to give the Court meaningful information to analyze the defense, the Court 

declines to conclude that the entire action should be dismissed based on laches.   

 However, this conclusion does not apply to plaintiffs’ allegations about absent voter ballot 

applications being sent in the City of Lansing and the City of East Lansing.  According to the 

media report cited in plaintiffs’ complaint,5 the mailing of these ballots was reported to the public 

on September 11, 2020.6  It is possible that recipients of those applications filled them out, received 

their absent voter ballots, and returned them already.  The decision to wait nearly a month after 

 
                                                 
4 Despite raising laches as a defense, defendant has provided no information about when the 
applications were approved, or when grant money was awarded.   
5 Again, not the most trustworthy pieces of “evidence”, if it can even be properly considered 
evidence as to the truthfulness of what is contained in the reports. Baker 
v Gen Motors Corp, 420 Mich 463, 511; 363 NW2d 602 (1984). 
6 Given the timeline noted above regarding applications to CTCL and the application process 
opening on or about September 8, 2020, it is not apparent whether Lansing and East Lansing even 
received CTCL funding for the absent voter ballot applications.   
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the applications were sent out, and potentially even after voters returned their ballots, suggests a 

lack of reasonable diligence.  The Court notes that the complaint does not specify the specific relief 

sought with regard to these applications, if defendant was even involved7 in sending them, or if 

the ballot applications were even secured with grant funding, given that they were sent to registered 

voters mere days after grant applications could even be submitted to the CTCL.  Nevertheless, the 

Court concludes that any relief granted with respect to these would be prejudicial at this late stage, 

and that laches bars any claim arising out of the absent voter ballot applications. 

C.  MATERIAL FACTUAL DISPUTES   

 As to the remaining issues, it is certainly true that both MCL 168.666 and MCL 168.669 

require public sources of funding for ballot boxes.  However, plaintiffs have asked the Court to 

grant emergency relief without offering undisputed proof that: (1) ballot boxes were purchased 

with private grant money and (2), if they were, how many were purchased and by whom.  Evidence 

on at least those issues would likewise help determine whether the state, by disparate treatment, 

valued one person’s vote over another’s, Bush v Gore, 531 US 98, 104-105; 121 S Ct 525; 148 L 

Ed 2d 388 (2000), as would evidence about the similarity between the counties receiving private 

funding and those that did not.8  Thus, as to the statutory funding claim and equal protection claim 

as plead, plaintiffs have not identified the extent of the private funding (or really any verification, 

 
                                                 
7 Nor does the complaint take stock of the recent decision affirming defendant’s own ability to 
send absent voter ballot applications.  See Davis v Secretary of State, __ Mich App __, __ ; __ 
NW2d __ (2020) (Docket No. 354622). 
8 In their reply brief plaintiffs quoted statements purportedly from defendant that could suggest 
that defendant encouraged private funding for certain parts of the state (the specific local 
jurisdictions outlined by plaintiffs), which if true could also be relevant to at least the equal 
protection claim.   
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outside of the allegations), and the allegations and limited evidence do not entitle them to the 

immediate relief requested. 

The same holds true with respect to plaintiffs’ claim rooted in the “purity of elections 

clause” contained within art 2, § 4.  The “purity of elections clause embodies two concepts: “ ‘first, 

that the constitutional authority to enact laws to preserve the purity of elections resides in the 

Legislature; and second, ‘that any law enacted by the Legislature which adversely affects the purity 

of elections is constitutionally infirm.’ ”  Taylor v Currie, 277 Mich App 85, 96; 743 NW2d 571 

(2007), quoting Socialist Workers Party v Secretary of State, 412 Mich 571, 596; 317 NW2d 1 

(1982) (further citation omitted).  As explained in Currie, the phrase “requires . . . fairness and 

evenhandedness in the election laws of this state.”  Id. at 97. 

 Here, plaintiffs’ claims are purportedly rooted in notions of “fairness and evenhandedness.”  

As noted, plaintiffs quoted statements purportedly from defendant that could suggest that 

defendant encouraged private funding for the specific local jurisdictions outlined by plaintiffs (as 

well as for other states such as Ohio, Pennsylvania, Wisconsin and Arizona).  Additionally, 

plaintiffs purport to quote defendant speaking about the “outcome” of the election when addressing 

the use of private funding of local election apparatus, which again, if true, could lend support to a 

purity of elections problem.  But additional facts, and possibly fact-finding by the Court, is 

necessary before any legal conclusions can be made.   

D.  COURT INTERFERENCE WITH AN ON-GOING ELECTION 

Aside from the material factual issues precluding the grant of the request for an immediate 

ruling on the merits, another important principle precludes the request for emergency relief.  That 

principle is that, in the context of election-related litigation, courts must be ever-mindful of the 
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potential for prejudice resulting from court rulings in the days and weeks before an election.  This 

principle has been stated years ago, Purcell v Gonzalez, 549 US 1, 4-5; 127 S Ct 5; 166 L Ed 2d 1 

(2006), and repeatedly this year.  Republican Nat’l Comm v Democratic Nat’l Comm, __ US __; 

140 S Ct 1205; 206 L Ed 2d 452 (2020) (per curiam); Andino v Middleton, __ US __, __; __ S Ct 

__; __ L Ed 2d __ (U.S. Oct. 5, 2020) (KAVANAUGH, J., concurring in grant of stay); Little v 

Reclaim Idaho, __ US __, __; 140 S Ct 2616, 2616-17; __ L Ed 2d __ (2020) (ROBERTS, C.J., 

concurring in the grant of stay); New Democratic Coalition v Austin, 41 Mich App 343, 356-357; 

200 NW2d 749 (1972) (refusing to grant relief where doing so would “result in immense 

administrative difficulties for election officials” before an upcoming election).  Voting is 

underway, drop-boxes (which are permissible under Michigan law) have allegedly already been 

dispersed in some parts of the state, and to interfere with that process when the election is less than 

three weeks away would be imprudent.  As a result, the Court declines to grant any immediate 

relief.  See Purcell, 549 US at 4-5.  A scheduling order will soon issue.9 

 Plaintiffs’ emergency motion for declaratory judgment is DENIED.  

 

Date:  October 16, 2020 ______________________________ 
Christopher M. Murray  
Judge, Court of Claims 

 
                                                 
9 These issues will likely not be moot after the election given the shortness of time to actually 
litigate these important issues.  See, e.g., Castner v Grosse Pointe Park, 86 Mich App 
482, 487; 272 NW2d 693 (1978) (“We will state only briefly that the present controversy is 
not moot, even though the primary election has since been held, since the issue raised is one that 
is capable of repetition yet may evade review for the reason that the time period between when 
nominating petitions are filed and the subsequent election held is normally too short to allow the 
case to progress fully through the appellate system.”). 
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Subject: Preliminary Report of Subversion in the Antrim County Election 
Management System, Results Tallying and Reporting Application 
Date: 5/9/2021 
Analyst: Jeffrey Lenberg 
 
Executive Summary 
 
The Antrim County Dominion Democracy Suite, Election Management System 
(EMS), Results Tallying and Reporting (RTR) application has been found to be 
subverted. Numerous error conditions that are identified by the tabulator are 
ignored by the EMS/RTR. The error conditions are easily reproduced and displayed 
on the tabulator, yet the EMS/RTR has been subverted in a fashion to purposefully 
ignore vote manipulation. This technical behavior is consistent with a subversion 
being deployed in the Antrim County EMS/RTR and is designed to mute such error 
reporting. This subversion technique is common among malicious actors seeking to 
proactively handle error conditions that would jeopardize their ability to modify 
software’s performance. 
 
The J Alex Halderman expert report dated March 26, 2021 does not accurately 
describe the conditions that occurred in the Antrim election. The shifting of votes 
described by Halderman during the November 3, 2020 election should have resulted 
in Biden’s votes being shifted to the Natural Law Party, Straight Party Vote, which 
in turn would have resulted in Rocky De La Fuente (the Natural Law Party 
Candidate) receiving a large number of votes as a result, or an error condition 
should have occurred on the EMS/RTR for a vote shift outside of the Presidential 
contest. Neither of these scenarios occurred because the EMS/RTR was subverted in 
a fashion to handle such an error silently and treat that situation as an undervote 
(no vote for the Presidential race at all). 
 
Testing of related scenarios has shown the ImageCast Precinct (ICP) tabulator 
properly reported a critical error and shut down the tabulator when there were 
votes shifted between contests. However, when the EMS/RTR was presented with 
the same results file processed on the tabulator, it reported no errors, but instead 
erroneously reported those vote choices as blanks (undervotes) instead of generating 
a critical error.  
 
The evidence of a subversion in the EMS/RTR is sufficient that an expert review of 
the source code for the EMS/RTR is warranted to determine the extent of the 
subversion and breadth of the configuration options available to the malicious 
actors that would employ it. 
 
This assessment is based on the review of the Antrim County EMS/RTR and testing 
with an ICP tabulator. If more forensic information and source code becomes 
available for review, this assessment will be reevaluated in the light of the new 
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evidence available. Upon receipt of the source code a specific evaluation of the error 
handling routines will be conducted along with static and dynamic code analysis to 
definitively determine the specific behavior of the software. 
 
Details 
 
Discovery of Subversion of the Antrim County EMS/RTR 
 
A specific test was designed to determine how the Antrim County EMS/RTR along 
with the tabulator would handle the swap of Biden votes with the Natural Law 
Party (Straight Ticket Vote from the Contest Above on the ballot).   
 
The rationale for making this test was the fact that Halderman indicated that the 
shift of votes that occurred would have changed the index of the candidate selection 
to cross the boundary from the Presidential contest to the Straight Party Ticket 
contest. This shifting across the boundary of a contest should have created a critical 
error condition during the processing of votes, however, in the case of Antrim 
County election it did not. 
 
The test scenario is as follows: 
 
Ballot Style: Helena Township, Precinct 1 (1124) 
DVD File Name: 1120_8_8_0_DETAIL.DVD 
internalMachineID for Biden: 3016 
internalMachineID for Natural Law Party: 3015 
 
Votes Cast on Test Ballots (See Appendix A): 
Biden: 2 
Trump: 4 
Jorgenson: 1 
 
Both the EMS/RTR and the ICP tabulator used exactly the same DVD file listed 
above. 
 
The test scenario implemented a swap between the internalMachineID fields of 
Biden and the Natural Law Party in the VIF_BALLOT_INSTANCE.DVD file to 
attempt to cause Biden's votes to be swapped with the Straight Party/Natural Law 
Party. 
 
The expected outcome was that Biden’s votes would be assigned to the Natural Law 
Party (Straight Party Vote) and the result would be Biden’s votes being tallied for 
the Natural Law Party Presidential Candidate Rocky De La Fuente. 
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The test revealed the following: 
 

• The ICP reported a critical error and does not finish processing the vote file, 
does not print a paper tape, writes the error to the log file, and forces a 
mandatory shutdown of the tabulator 

• The EMS/RTR loads the same file with no errors and takes all of the Biden 
votes and treats them as undervotes 

 
The 1120_8_8_0_DETAIL.DVD file is a result file containing the votes that are cast 
on the ICP.  When the poll is closed, the ICP software processes the file containing 
the votes and produces a paper tape with the tallies for each candidate.  This 
process works normally as long as the internalMachineID is not modified or the 
modification stays within the boundaries of the those “expected” for the specific 
contest, for example the Presidential Contest.  In other words, a malicious actor can 
swap internalMachineIDs within the same Contest for any candidate so long as the 
index remains in the correct range for that same contest. 
 
However, for the purposes of this test the internalMachineIDs were swapped 
between different Contests, the software in the ICP reports a critical error (see 
Figure 1). The ICP does not finish processing the vote file (Figure 1), does not print 
a paper tape, requires the operator to shut-down the tabulator (see Figure 2), and 
records details of the error in the slog.txt file (Figure 3) on the compact flash card.  
The tabulator takes drastic action to inform the operator that a very serious 
problem has been encountered. Note that the vote result file 
1120_8_8_0_DETAIL.DVD is still correctly stored on the compact flash card. 
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Figure 1 - ICP Error Loading Results File 
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Figure 2 - ICP Critical Error - Shutdown Required 
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Figure 3 - slog.txt File Contents from Compact Flash Card 

 
The same compact flash card is then loaded on to the Antrim EMS/RTR software.  
The card reports that it loaded successfully both the vote results and the log file 
(See Figure 4).  Prior to loading this compact flash card the EMS database is 
directly manipulated in the same way that the file sent to the tabulator was 
manipulated by swapping 3015 and 3016 internalMachineID in the 
ChoiceManifestion table of 5744 vote choices spanning all of the contests on all of 
the 49 ballots types. 
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Figure 4 - EMS Successfully Loads Results File 

 
The displayed results indicated that Biden is missing his votes and they are 
reported as blank ballots and undervotes for that contest (See Figure 5).  One of two 
things should have happened. Either Biden’s votes should have been assigned to the 
Straight Party/Natural Law (internalMachineID = 3015) in which case Bidens vote 
for President would have been assigned to De La Fuente and note that this did not 
occur.  The other possibility is that the software was able to check the range for 
internalMachineID range for the contest in which case it would not have found the 
reference for the Biden vote choice and it should have created an error very similar 
to what the ICP output.  This would be a critical error that should have stopped the 
application from further processing the compact flash card.  Because the Biden vote 
choice must exist and it did not exist, the application should have stopped loading 
the results with an error message as to the fact that the results were corrupted.  
However, no errors were indicated of any kind by the EMS/RTR.  The Biden votes 
just became blank votes (no choice) when there clearly is a choice on the ballot.  In 
summary, either the shifted votes should have gone to De La Fuente (via Straight 
Party – Natural Law Party) or the application should have created a critical error 
that would have kept the votes from being tallied and reported. 
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Figure 5 - Biden Undervotes Results 

 
The conclusion of this test indicates EMS/RTR technical behavior consistent with a 
technical subversion. Further in-depth analysis of source code would be required to 
gain definitive clarity on the specific nature of the subversion. This would include 
analysis of the error handling routines, code traces, static and dynamic code 
analysis.  
 
 
 
Under the penalties of perjury, I declare that I have read the foregoing report and 
that the fact stated in it are true. 
 
 
 
____ ______________ ______ 
Jeffrey Lenberg 
Date: 5/9/2021  
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Appendix A – Ballots Used in Test 
 

 
Figure 6 - Trump/James/Bergman  
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Figure 7 - Trump/James/Bergman 
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Figure 8 - Trump/James/Bergman 
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Figure 9 - Trump/James/Bergman 
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Figure 10 - Biden/Peters/Ferguson 
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Figure 11 - Biden/Peters/Ferguson 
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Figure 12 - Jorgenson/Willis/Boren 
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Date: 6/9/2021 
Subject: Case Study Banks Township - Antrim County Election Management Server 
Found to be Subverted 
Analyst: Jeffrey Lenberg 
 
Executive Summary 
 
The Antrim County Dominion Democracy Suite 5.5.12.1 Election Management 
Server (EMS) has been found to be subverted. To illustrate the subversion, a case 
study was performed on Banks Township to show the results of the manipulation of 
the project files on the EMS and how the EMS handled the errors introduced. 
 
When conducting an election with an election project file containing a shift (akin to 
the Antrim County incident) large enough to move all votes off the ballot, the EMS 
gives no error messages at all. The EMS has been programmed to suppress all error 
messages related to the shifting of indexes beyond the confines of the Banks ballot 
illustrating one of the factors indicating that the EMS has been subverted. 
 
This case study on Banks Township shows that shifting of indexes for all the races 
entirely off the ballot nullifies the cast votes and changes the status of each contest 
to an undervote. An undervote occurs when no vote is cast for the contest, or an 
insufficient number of votes for a multi-vote contest. This kind of shift of the 
indexes must result in an error at the EMS due to routine error handling in modern 
software applications.  Indeed, all modern programming languages would throw an 
exception that must be caught and handled by the programmer. In the case of the 
Antrim County EMS it does not produce any errors on the EMS because the 
exception is handled in a fashion to create an undervote and disregard the 
authentic vote. The subversion intentionally suppresses the errors that would likely 
occur in order to allow manipulation of the votes without detection. 
 
Details 
 
The Antrim County Dominion Democracy Suite Version 5.5.17 Election 
Management Server (EMS) is subverted to allow for the manipulation of votes. The 
subversion of the Antrim EMS is specific to the error handling procedures of the 
software. The software would typically show an error if the vote selections were 
shifted outside of a single contest, moreover, when all of the votes for all of the 
contests on the ballot are moved outside the indexes on that individual ballot the 
software would be expected to throw what is called an exception in software 
engineering. When an exception occurs, it must be handled by a programming 
routine that is designed for error handling (aka exception handling); if this does not 
occur, the result is typically a crash of the program, and immediate termination of 
the application. This would be very noticeable to the user as the entire program 
would stop running and it would appear to crash from the user’s perspective. 
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 2 

 
The Banks Township case study was designed to show what occurs on the Antrim 
County EMS when the database is manipulated to move all the votes for all contests 
outside of acceptable parameters. The indexes in the EMS database for Banks 
Township begin at the number 1 and then go to a top number of 552.  Each index 
number represents the bullet for each possible vote choice in every contest on the 
Banks Township ballot, including every single choice for write-ins as well. Figure 1 
shows the default configuration of the Antrim County EMS ChoiceManifestion 
Table that contains the vote index positions. 
    
 
Testing for the Antrim County EMS Subversion 
 
For the purposes of the Banks Township case study, the beginning index number for 
the Banks Township ballot was set to 561 and the top number in the range was set 
to 1,112.  This was accomplished by adding 560 to all the internalMachineIds (see 
Figure 1) in the ChoiceManifestiation table and then proceeding with the election. 
 
For the purposes of this case study, the Banks Township “ballot” will refer to all 
four ballot styles used in Banks Township. This is the reason there are 552 total 
vote choices due to the four different ballot styles. 
 
The result is that the indexes for every single vote choice for the Banks Township 
ballot are outside of the range of indexes expected for the Banks Township ballot. 
Figure 1 shows the MS SQL command used to add 560 to each internalMachineId 
index. See Figure 2 showing the ranges for the test. 
 
 
 

 
Figure 1 - Adding 560 to Every internalMachineId in the Antrim County EMS 

Database 
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Figure 2 Index Values in the Beginning of the ChoiceManifestion Table Before and 

After Addition of 560 to internalMachineId 

 
The fact that every single vote choice is set to be outside the anticipated range of 
vote choices values means that the software must throw an exception that would 
likely result in a critical error for the EMS system and the inability to load the 
results from that particular compact flash card.  
 
In order to show that the Antrim County EMS is subverted and that loading Banks 
Township results would not result in an EMS crash when loaded with the indexes 
entirely out of range for the ballot, a testing regime was followed where 210 ballots 
were run through the ImageCast Precinct (ICP) tabulator. See Appendix A for 
images of the ballots that were used for the test procedure. The objective of the test 
was to illustrate that the paper tapes would accurately convey the totals of the vote 
while the EMS would show undervotes for all contests, the result is the categorical 
loss of all the votes due to the subversion. All the votes on the EMS show 
undervotes. This means that for the 210 ballots cast there were 4,890 individual 
contest votes discarded by the EMS due to the subversion. Note that the 4,890 
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discarded contest votes are based on the specific vote pattern on the ballots in 
Appendix A.  
 
The fact that the Antrim County EMS does not reject the loading of the compact 
flash cards, generate any type of error, crash or otherwise indicate that there is an 
issue with the results processing shows the EMS is subverted. The error handling of 
the Antrim County EMS purposefully disregards the votes cast and labels them as 
undervotes instead of raising an error. The conclusion is that the Antrim County 
EMS has been purposefully subverted. Furthermore, the subversion of error 
handling is a primary tactic of any cyber attacker. 
 
The vote totals on the tape are illustrated in Figure 4, the paper tape is not 
impacted by the large shift from the Banks case study. The Presidential contest 
results from the EMS are found in Figure 3 and there are no votes recorded for any 
of the candidates with all the votes being discarded and recorded as undervotes. The 
entire EMS output for Banks Township election showing undervotes for all races is 
included in Appendix B. 
 

 
Figure 3 - EMS/RTR Output for Presidential Contest - All Undervotes 
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 5 

 

 
Figure 3 - Paper Tapes for Banks County - Results are Unmodified on the Tape 

 
Successful Loading of Compact Flash Cards that Should Have Been 
Rejected 
 
The expert report by Halderman dated March 26, 2021, indicated that only 4 
townships’ compact flash cards failed to load on the Antrim County EMS, see Figure 
5.  The subversion of the Antrim County EMS actually allowed twelve (12) 
additional townships compact flash cards to load successfully despite the flawed 
configuration that resulted in the shifting of votes. 
 
These additional townships would have failed to load on the EMS if not for the 
subversion in the Antrim County EMS system that allowed for the cards to load 
normally and not trigger any rejection of the cards or errors in the EMS: 
 

1. Chestonia Township 
2. Echo Township 
3. Helena Township 
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4. Star Township 
5. Custer Township 
6. Elk Rapids, AV Board 
7. Torch Lake Township 
8. Forest Home Township 
9. Milton Township, AV Board 
10. Central Lake Township 
11. Jordan Township 
12. Kearney Township 

 
The Antrim County EMS is capable of generating an error when attempting to load 
results from corrupt compact flash cards, but did not due to the subversion. An 
error from the EMS similar to this one should have been generated for corrupt data. 
Figure 4 gives an example of an error that would be expected from the EMS. In this 
case the slog.txt is loaded, meaning that there is a log entry accounting for the 
error, but no actual results are loaded into the EMS for reporting functions; 
therefore, inaccurate vote totals do not get reported if this proper error handling 
does occur. 
 

 
Figure 4 - Error Loading Compact Flash Card 
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Figure 7 - Ballot #2 for Banks Township Case Study 

Appendix A 
Ballots used for the Banks 
Township Case Study 
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Appendix B 
Antrim County EMS Results from 
Banks Township Case Study 
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Antrim County EMS Results from 
Banks Township Case Study 
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Appendix B 
Antrim County EMS Results from 
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Appendix B 
Antrim County EMS Results from 
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Appendix B 
Antrim County EMS Results from 
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Subject: Centralized Subversion of Election Vote Totals and Paper Tapes 
Analyst: Jeffrey Lenberg 
Date: 6/9/2021 
 
Executive Summary 
 
The Dominion Voting Systems Election Management System (EMS) and ImageCast 
Precinct (ICP) are susceptible to subversion by a modification of the election project 
files located in a repository at ElectionSource. ElectionSource technicians were 
responsible for provisioning the election project files for the November 3, 2020 
general election in Antrim County along with at least twenty-two (22) other 
counties in Michigan according to the log files on the Antrim County Election 
Management System. The subversion can be accomplished through the modification 
of a single file for each tabulator contained in the ElectionSource repository of 
election project files. This subversion results in the manipulation of the votes 
recorded both in the county’s results files on the compact flash (CF) cards and on 
the paper tapes printed by the ICP tabulators in each precinct. This subversion is 
undetectable using the routine canvassing process because the ICP paper tape 
matches the vote total reports from the EMS that are read from the CF cards. 
 
The ElectionSource technicians responsible for provisioning and updating the 
election project files for Antrim County created the election project files on their 
corporate computing infrastructure (laptops, servers, cloud accounts, etc). The 
updated election project files deployed by the ElectionSource technicians were 
simply installed into Antrim County’s election systems. It is likely that a complete 
repository exists at ElectionSource that contains all the election project files for the 
entire list of Michigan counties supported by ElectionSource. 
 
The subversion of the EMS and ICP is accomplished by modifying a single file 
contained in the ElectionSource repository, and then having that specific file along 
with the rest of the election project files transferred onto the compact flash cards 
either at ElectionSource or the county running the election. Once the compact flash 
cards are provisioned containing the subversion, no additional modifications need to 
be made on the EMS or ICPs to modify the vote totals. 
 
The ability to modify a single file in the ElectionSource repository used by their 
field technicians reveals a major attack vector for fraud to manipulate votes not just 
in Antrim County, but across all counties in Michigan where ElectionSource 
provides contractor support to the election process. To be clear, all of the counties in 
Michigan where ElectionSource provides pre-configured election project files are 
vulnerable to this attack and the resulting subversion of the vote totals at the EMS 
and paper tapes from the ICP tabulator would match precisely despite the vote 
totals being manipulated in a fraudulent fashion.  
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Details 
 
The Dominion Election Management System (EMS) and the ImageCast Precinct 
(ICP) are susceptible to subversion through the modification of a single file per 
tabulator. This single file is part of a package of files that are deployed on the 
compact flash cards that are used in each ICP tabulator in each individual precinct.  
 
The name of the file is “ VIF_CHOICE_INSTANCE.DVD” and it is contained in the 
directory for the specific precinct ICP it is meant to be deployed to. See an example 
in Figure 1 of the directory structure for the files stored on the compact flash cards. 
Note: the compact flash card contents are encrypted by default, however, Dominion 
or ElectionSource would have the tools and keys to decrypt, modify, and re-encrypt 
these election project files. 
 

 
Figure 1 - Election Project File Directory Structure for Compact Flash Cards 

 

 
Figure 2 - Election Project DVD Files (Encrypted) 
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In addition, the encryption algorithm used to protect the data on the compact flash 
cards is AES-128 which is known to be easily broken via ciphertext only attack. 
Moreover, the AES-128 keys for the election project files are stored on the EMS 
itself within the database (see Logan expert report 4/9/2021). 

The VIF _CHOICE_INSTANCE.DVD file is a binary file that contains the 
instructions on how the tabulator will process ballots, how vote totals are assigned 
to each candidate, and ultimately how the paper tapes and results files are 
generated. Simply editing the VIF _CHOICE_INSTANCE.DVD file and modifying 
the mapping of the bullets on the ballots (vote selections) to the candidates allows 
for manipulation of the vote results. 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 are the output of a purpose-built forensics analysis program 
that decrypts and decodes the data in the compact flash results file and associates it 
with the controlling record in the VIF _CHOICE_INSTANCE.DVD configuration 
file. The highlighted area in Figure 4 shows the manipulation of the raw binary 
data that creates the modification of both the paper tapes and the results file. 

Contest 689: 7 choices 
Over Votes: 0 I Under Votes: 0 I Cross V3tes: 0 I Double Votes: 0 

Choice I Marks I Conf ig Index I Data 
Biden 3016 2 I 225 b"00000bc3000000000006001300004f1a0000a5480000000000000100000008" 
Trump 3017 4 I 256 b"00000bc3000000000006001500004f1a0000b3580000000000000200000021 " 

Jorgensen 3018 1 I 287 b"00000bca000000000006001700004f1a0000c1680000000000000300000079 " 
Blankenship 3019 0 I 318 b"00000bcb000000000006001900004f1a0000cf78000000000000040000003c" 

Hawki ngs 3020 0 I 349 b' 00000bcc000000000006001b00004f1a0000dd880000000000000500000095 · 
De La Fuente 3021 0 I 380 b'00000bcd000000000006001d00004f1a0000eb9800000000000006000000ab' 

Figure 3 - Run of 7 Ballots with No Manipulation 

Contest 689: 7 choices 
Over Votes : 0 I Under Votes : 0 I Cross Votes: 0 I Double Votes: 0 

Choice I Marks I Conf ig Index Data 
Biden 3016 4 I ,_2 __ 5_6 _.__b .-0-00-0-0b-c-80-0-00-0-00-0-00-0-60-0-15-0-00-04_f_1-a0-0-00-b-35-8-00-0-00-0-00-0-00-0-02-0-00-0-00-2-.1 
Trump 3017 2 I 225 b'00000bc9000000000006001300004f1a0000a5480000000000000100000008 

Jorgensen 3018 1 I 287 b'00000bca000000000006001700004f1a0000c1680000000000000300000079 ' 
Blankenshi p 3019 0 I 318 b'00000bcb000000000006001900004f1a0000cf78000000000000040000003c' 

Hawk ings 3020 0 I 349 b'00000bcc000000000006001b00004f1a0000dd880000000000000500000095 ' 
De La Fuente 3021 0 I 380 b'00000bcd000000000006001d00004f1a0000eb9800000000000006000000ab' 

Figure 4 - Run of 7 Ballots with Manipulation 

The output from this subversion results in the ICP tabulator creating fraudulent 
paper tapes that do not match the votes processed on the paper ballots along with 
results files written to the compact flash card that reflect the same manipulated 
vote totals. The results files on the compact flash cards are also fraudulent and will 
be processed normally by the EMS showing the same fraudulent vote totals 
matching the paper tape. This subversion is undetectable in the current canvassing 

3 
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process, as the paper tapes and vote totals reported on the EMS will precisely 
match despite the fact they have been fraudulently manipulated. 
 
Simulated Election Validating Central Subversion 
 
In order to validate the central subversion, a simulated election was run with the 
ballots listed in Appendix A. The breakdown of the Presidential contest votes on the 
ballots are: 
 
2 for Biden 
4 for Trump 
1 for Jorgenson 
 
Note that the same ballots were run twice in the same sequence, thus a total of 14 
ballots were run in all. 
 
Using the subversion in Figure 4 the following election results were generated.  
 

 
Figure 5 - The Tabulator Paper Tape Showing Modified Totals 
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Figure 6 - EMS Vote Total Modified 

 
It is crucial to realize that no access to the EMS is required for an attacker to 
modify the election outcomes in any precinct for any tabulator. There is no need to 
modify the EMS database locally in any manner for this subversion to effectively 
modify both the paper tape and EMS results. This subversion does defeat the 
canvassing process that relies on discrepancies in the paper tape and EMS 
electronic totals to be found by human inspection. Only the original ballots would 
show the true votes during a one-hundred percent paper ballot audit process. 
 
In addition, the access needed for an attacker to utilize this subversion would be 
confined to Election Source and their central repository of election files used for 
provisioning elections across the State of Michigan. The subversion could be used by 
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a malicious insider or a remote cyber attacker to modify election results across the 
State of Michigan with impunity. 
 
Other Subversion Outcomes 
 
There are other variants of this same subversion that include the modification of 
the “VIF_BALLLOT_INSTANCE.DVD” file, the table below describes the possible 
outcomes when modifying the VIF_CHOICE_INSTANCE.DVD file and/or the 
VIF_BALLOT_INSTANCE.DVD file. 
 

 
Figure 7 - Variants of Subversions 

 
The combination of modifications to VIF_CHOICE_INSTANCE and 
VIF_BALLOT_INSTANCE allow for an attacker to choose a variation where either 
paper tape or the results file are modified alone, see Figure 7. While this report 
focuses on modifying both the paper tape and results file to match the manipulated 
vote totals, it is conceivable that an attacker may wish to employ a variant to 
provide plausible deniability that the subversion was a “technical glitch” versus a 
fraudulent activity. 
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P r o vis ioning t h e Compact Flash Card s in An t rim Count y 

The UserLog table indicates t here were very few compact flash cards provisioned 
using the EMS for Antrim County. In fact, the only compact flash card provisioning 
activities noted in the log files were for Central Lake Township, Precinct 1, by 
Election Source on September 25th, and Mancelona Township Precinct 1 and 2 by 
Antrim County on October 23rci. In addition , Antrim County provisioned Central 
Lake Township Precinct on November 5th, see Figure 8. 

executedCommand operat ionTimestamp 

CF card for tabulator Central Lake Township, Precinct 1 ICP has been programmed. 2020-09-25 
10:20:39.517 

Backup CF card for tabulator Central Lake Township , Precinct 1 ICP has been 2020-09-25 
initialized. 10:21 :07.440 

CF card for tabulator Central Lake Township, Precinct 1 ICP has been programmed. 2020-09-25 
10:24:36.527 

Backup CF card for tabulator Central Lake Township , Precinct 1 ICP has been 2020-09-25 
initialized. 10:24:59.477 

CF card for tabulator Mancelona Township, Precinct 1 ICP has been programmed. 2020-10-23 
16:46:25.477 

Backup CF card for tabulator Mancelona Township, Pree net 1 ICP has been init ialized. 2020-10-23 
16:46:42.297 

CF card for tabulator Mancelona Township, Precinct 2 ICP has been programmed. 2020-10-23 
16:47:21 .703 

Backup CF card for tabulator Mancelona Township, Pree net 2 ICP has been init ialized. 2020-10-23 
16:47:36.250 

CF card for tabulator Central Lake Township, Precinct 1 ICP has been programmed. 2020-11-05 
10:22:29.563 

Backup CF card for tabulator Central Lake Township , Precinct 1 ICP has been 2020-11-05 
initialized. 10:22:46.097 

Figure 8 - User Log Table Showing Compact Flash Card Provisioning 
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Only a small number of ImageCast-X (ICX) Ballot Marking Device Smart Cards 
were found to have been provisioned in the UserLog table on the Antrim County 
EMS including Custer Township Tabulator 20, Banks Township Tabulator 17, 
Chestonia Township Tabulator 19 by ElectionSource, see Figure 9. Mancelona 
Township Tabulator 27 was provisioned by Antr im County. All other smart cards 
have no log evidence of how or who provisioned them. 

executedCommand operationTimestamp 

Smart Card for user Admin has been programmed for tabulator 20.Custer Township, Precinct 1 ICX. 2020-09-22 
16:03:32.160 

Smart Card for user Admin has been programmed for tabulator 17.Banks Township, Pree net 1 ICX. 2020-09-23 
13:58:38.893 

Smart Card for user Admin has been programmed for tabulator 17.Banks Township, Pree net 1 ICX. 2020-09-23 
14:00:19.220 

Smart Card for user Admin has been programmed for tabulator 19.Chestonia Township, Pree net 1 ICX. 2020-09-23 
14:47:09.553 

Smart Card for user Admin has been programmed for tabulator 27 .Mancelona Township, Pree nets 1, 2020-10-23 
2 ICX. 17:00:46.280 

Figure 9 - UserLog Table Excerpt Showing ICX Smart Cards Provisioning 

The conclusion regarding the provisioning of t he compact flash/smart cards for 
Antrim County is that only a limited number are recorded in the user log. The 
remaining compact flash/smart cards could have been provisioned via 
ElectionSource using their own computing infrastructure as there is no evidence 
t hat function was performed using the Antrim County EMS. 

Under the penalties of per jury, I declare that I have read the foregoing report and 
t hat facts stated in it are t rue. 

2/<J~~ 
J effrey Lenberg 
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MICHIGAN NOTARY ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

State of Michigan 
County of Oakland 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me on this 9th day of June, 
2021 by Jeffrey Lenberg. 

Notary Public Signature: 

I~ 

Notary Printed Name: Ann M. Howard 
Acting in the County of: Oakland 
My Commission Expires: 2/24/2023 
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Appendix A 
Ballots used for this test. 
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Appendix A 
Ballots used for this test. 
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,._ . 
........,._ -Don 8&9nkenahlp --UST~ --... -w--Rocky De L8 Fuene. 
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-.. .... 

--------...= · 

OFFICIAL BALLOT 
General Election 

Tuesdlly, November 3, 2020 
Antrim County, Michigan 

Hele1111 Township, Precinct 1 

...... .... -...... ......... 
EllenC_.L_. 

°"""'" Jnon Strlyhom 

°""""'" T Mn1 C1rtone ·--MkhetteAFrwct.ricll ·--=· RkhllnlA ........ , __ 
.............. 

US T••peytorS 
Dougln L.vnque 

US Ta•~ 
Miry Anne H9rlng -.. -HllUlllc:EKMm --Tom--
---°""""' ....... _ ..... 

°""""' ..... .._ ·-ea.t--- '-,:.:::': . .... ~. 
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UST~ 
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UST~ ....... _ ---_._.. 
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-~~ ........ _ 
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Date: 6/9//2021 
Analyst: Jeff Lenberg 
Subject: Central Lake Township Ballot Reversals Make Ballots Impossible to Count, 
Helena Township 21% Ballot Reversal Rate, 20% Higher Reversal Rate for 
Republican voters and Mancelona Late Night Ballot Processing 
 
Executive Summary 
 
In Central Lake Township, there was an eighty (82) percent reversal rate that 
drastically exceeded the rate across the rest of the precincts in Antrim County. 
Forensic examination of the tabulator log file indicates that there were 
modifications made to the ballots outer markers that led to the specific ballots being 
reversed by the ICP tabulator. Sixty (60) percent of the reversals are attributed to 
tampering with a subset of ballots. Those tampered ballots are never actually 
counted because they always reverse, and therefore never record votes. This 
irregularity is cause for investigation into the changes that occurred with respect to 
the ballots originally cast in Central Lake Township. It is not possible to investigate 
or evaluate the ballot processing in Central Lake Township for the election day on 
November 3, 2020 because those files were not stored on the EMS, not provided in 
any other forensics data from Antrim County, nor provided during discovery by the 
defendants. 
 
Given the fact that the Central Lake Township ballots were re-processed on 
November 6, 2020 (three days after election day), this high reversal rate indicates 
an intentional injection of these tampered ballots in order to overshadow the 
ambient reversal rate of twenty percent. Similarly, in Warner Township on October 
21, logic and accuracy testing (LAT) was performed prior to the election. The 
Warner Township logs from the LAT indicate precisely the same ballot tampering 
issue that was noted in Central Lake Township on November 6, 2020. It appears 
that despite a striking number of reversals occurring during the LAT in Warner 
Township before the election, no steps were taken to address the detected issues to 
ensure it did not also occur in Central Lake Township on November 6.  The purpose 
of the LAT is to determine if there are any extant issues with the “logic” and 
“accuracy” of the Dominion Voting Systems equipment. The fact that this LAT 
occurred after normal business hours and did not result in actions to fix the errors 
indicates that intentional manipulation of ballots and voting systems occurred. 
 
There was a substantial level of ballot reversals of approximately twenty-one (21) 
precent in Helena Township and a higher rate of thirty-five (35) percent on average 
across Antrim County during the November 3, 2020 general election. A ballot 
reversal occurs when a ballot is not accepted by the Dominion ImageCast Precinct 
(ICP) tabulator, the ballot is drawn into the ICP, scanned, and then it is “reversed” 
and returned back out the front to the user that fed it into the system, no votes are 
recorded when this occurs. 
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The Antrim County configuration for ballot reversals simply rejects the ballot and 
returns it to the poll worker for reprocessing. It is unclear how each poll worker 
dealt with the reversals; however, the log data indicates that when the ballot 
reverses it was immediately fed into the ICP again for reprocessing, and in the vast 
majority of cases the ballot is accepted on the second or third attempt. Based on this 
assumption, the ballot reversals in Helena Township disproportionately impacted 
Republican voters twenty (20) percent more in comparison to Democrat voters. This 
is normalized for the percentages of Republicans and Democrats that are present in 
the voter rolls for Helena Township. 
 
In Mancelona Township, there was evidence of long runs of continuous ballot 
feeding into the ICP warranting additional investigation. This is anomalous in and 
of itself because typical voting day behavior is aperiodic input of ballots as voters 
complete their ballots. The Mancelona Township behavior demonstrates an attempt 
at feeding of ballots approximately every 11 seconds for almost 4 hours straight 
interrupted by a high rate of reversals, late into the night after the polls officially 
closed. The continuous feeding of ballots ended just after midnight. 
 
Details 
 
Central Lake Township 82% Reversal Rate 
 
The extremely high rate of reversals of 82% was calculated for Central Lake 
Township. This reversal rate occurred on November 6, 2020 several days after the 
general election on November 3, 2020. At the time of the reversals being recorded in 
the log file the Antrim County clerk was reprocessing ballot from election day in 
order to properly account for the votes that had been impacted by manipulation 
days earlier during the election. It is unclear exactly who was responsible for the 
reprocessing of the ballots for Central Lake Township on November 6, 2020. 
 
The same errors were also discovered in Warner Township where logic and accuracy 
testing (LAT) was occurring on the evening of Oct 20, 2020 starting at 5:14PM ET.  
The LAT was concluded at 7:18PM ET taking place entirely outside normal 
business hours. During the course of LAT there were a total of 256 ballots 
successfully processed with 283 reversals during the LAT. There is a one hundred-
ten percent (110) reversal rate during LAT. Given the extremely high reversal rate, 
the technician performing the LAT should have taken measures to fix the 
fundamental issue that was causing the reversals. There are no records that 
indicate any measures were taken to fix the tabulator nor were appropriate steps 
taken to avoid the same problem reoccurring during the November 6, 2020 
reprocessing of the votes from Central Lake Township. 
 
Forensic analysis of the slog.txt file for Central Lake Township show there are 
specific irregularities found on outer markers on the physical ballots. The external 
markings along the edges of the ballots showed modification on blocks 15, 18, 28, 
41, and 44. These irregularities were found on both the right and left side of the 
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ballots. The physical ballots and the associated blocks around the perimeter of the 
ballot were tampered/modified, with either a pen, or some other marker to distort 
the shape of the block and make the ICP reverse the ballot instead of processing it 
normally. Experimentation with ballot folding and processing has determined that 
different error codes are generated if the folding causes distortion of the outer 
markers, these are distinct from the ones observed in this scenario. More 
specifically, folding may generate errors that the marker is “missing,” the observed 
errors are for markers that are oversized. 
 
The error messages that were found in both Warner and Central Lake Townships 
are similar and are depicted in Table 1 (Warner) and Table 2 (Central Lake) 
showing the raw error messages for the modifications to the ballot outer markers on 
the ballots. 
 

Table 1 – Sample Errors from Warner Township Oct 20, 2020 Logic and Accuracy 
Testing from Compact Flash Card slog.txt 

Date/Time Action Alert Information 

Oct 20/2020 17:14:21 ScanVote Warning 
+ error, correlateMarker inputs: xx(0,1120) 
yy(1133,44) 

Oct 20/2020 17:14:21 ScanVote Warning + error, correlateMarker findPattern 

Oct 20/2020 17:14:21 ScanVote Warning 
+ error, left marker#18, rectangle height, detected 
35, expected 24 

Oct 20/2020 17:14:21 ScanVote Warning 
+ failed correction, left edge marker#18, pattern 
match, percent=0.0 rc=51484 

Oct 20/2020 17:14:21 ScanVote Warning 
+ error, left edge marker#18 on top side not 
found. 

Oct 20/2020 17:14:22 ScanVote Warning + error, Front page grid problem 
Oct 20/2020 17:14:22 ScanVote Warning + Ballot format or id is unrecognizable. 
Oct 20/2020 17:14:24 ScanVote  Ballot has been reversed. 
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Table 2 - Sample Errors from Central Lake Township November 6, 2020 Compact 
Flash Card slog.txt file 

Date/Time Action Alert Information 

Nov 06/2020 09:33:20 ScanVote Warning 
+ error, correlateMarker inputs: xx(0,1069) 
yy(1082,41) 

Nov 06/2020 09:33:20 ScanVote Warning + error, correlateMarker findPattern 

Nov 06/2020 09:33:20 ScanVote Warning 
+ error, left marker#18, rectangle height, detected 
33, expected 24 

Nov 06/2020 09:33:20 ScanVote Warning 
+ failed correction, left edge marker#18, pattern 
match, percent=0.0 rc=51484 

Nov 06/2020 09:33:20 ScanVote Warning 
+ error, left edge marker#18 on top side not 
found. 

Nov 06/2020 09:33:21 ScanVote Warning + error, Front page grid problem 
Nov 06/2020 09:33:21 ScanVote Warning + Ballot format or id is unrecognizable. 
Nov 06/2020 09:33:23 ScanVote  Ballot has been reversed. 

 
 
Replicating the Reversals in Warner and Central Lake Township 
 
The error found in both Warner and Central Lake Townships logs was recreated by 
taking a pristine ballot and adding to the outer blocks with a pen, changing the 
shape of the blocks. Modifying or tampering with the ballot in this fashion creates 
the same error messages observed in the logs for both Warner and Central Lake 
Townships.  
 
See the Figures below to note the modification of the ballots that create the errors 
seen in both Townships. This testing shows that the modifications create the same 
error messages as found in both Warner and Central Lake Townships. 
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Figure 1 – Overview of Ballot with Left Marker #18 Modified to Cause Reversal 

 

 
Figure 2 - Close-up of Ballot with Left Marker #18 Modified to Cause Reversal 
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Helena Township Ballot Reversals 
Helena Township experienced ballot reversals during the November 3, 2020 general 
election at a level of approximately twenty-one (21) percent reversal rate. The 
reversal rate of the ballots in Helena is lower than most precincts in Antrim County 
with the exception of Central Lake Township which had an extremely high reversal 
rate during the election near eighty (80) percent. 

 

Table 3 - Reversal Rates for Antrim County Precincts 

Compact Flash Card for Nov 3, 2020 Total Votes Reversals Reversal Rate % 
CF01_CentralLake_21 1491 1222 82.0 
CF03_Mancelona_11_11 1138 329 28.9 
CF05_Mancelona_11_12 913 302 33.1 
CF07_Echo_5 602 223 37.0 
CF09_MiltonAV_13 1184 45 3.8 
CF11_Milton_13 640 360 56.3 
CF13_ForestHome_7 1390 134 9.6 
CF15_Banks_1 1129 399 35.3 
CF17_Helena_8 746 159 21.3 
CF19_Jordan_9 573 231 40.3 
CF21_Warner_16 228 158 69.3 
CF23_Custer_4 776 157 20.2 
CF26_Kearney_10 1240 51 4.1 
CF27_TorchLake_15 1006 266 26.4 
CF30_Chestonia_3 296 149 50.3 
CF31_Star_14 635 410 64.6 
CF33_ElksRapid_6 1423 201 14.1 
CF35_ELKSRapidAV_6_100 634 245 38.6 

 
The reversal rate in Helena Township has been found to have disproportionally 
impacted Republican voters in comparison to Democrat voters based on the votes 
recorded directly in the results file from the ICP tabulator.  
 
In Helena Township the reversals impacted Republican voters twenty (20) percent 
more often than Democrats in Helena Township. This indicates that the ICP was 
reversing Republican voters ballots more often. Forensic examination of the log file 
from ICP indicates the reason for the reversal being the ballot exceeding the 
maximum size allowed, error code 46022.  The other error code was 46023 which 
indicated a scanner transport error. The same error codes were provided when 
rejecting both Republican and Democrat ballots, but nevertheless, the Republican 

 
1 Central Lake Compact Flash Card was from November 6, 2020 reprocessing 
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ballots were disproportionally affected. This expert report supersedes the previous 
preliminary expert report on Helena County filed on 5/18/2021. 

Table 4 - Example Reversal Errors from Slog.txt file from Helena Township Compact 
Flash Card 

Date/ Time Action Information 

Nov 03/2020 07:13:41 Scan Vote Actual scanning of ballot failed with error [46022]. 

Nov 03/2020 07:13:41 Scan Vote Ballot's size exceeds maximum expected ballot size. 

Nov 03/2020 07:20:26 Scan Vote Actual scanning of ballot failed with error [46023] . 

Nov 03/2020 07:20:26 ScanVote Audit Scanner transport error. 

Nov 03/2020 07:27:07 Scan Vote Actual scanning of ballot failed with error [46023] . 

Nov 03/2020 07:27:07 ScanVote Audit Scanner transport error. 

Nov 03/2020 07:29:10 Scan Vote Actual scanning of ballot failed with error [46023] . 

Nov 03/2020 07:29:10 ScanVote Audit Scanner transport error. 

Nov 03/2020 07:29:26 Scan Vote Actual scanning of ballot failed with error [46023] . 

Nov 03/2020 07:29:26 ScanVote Audit Scanner transport error. 

Nov 03/2020 07:29:47 Scan Vote Actual scanning of ballot fai led with error [46023] . 

Mancelona Township Precinct 1 After-Hours Ballot Processing 

Mancelona Township Precinct 1 ICP poll closed 12:21AM on November 4, 2020. At 
8:33PM ET individual voters stopped voting and remainder of election night votes 
were fed into the machine an attempted rate of approximately 11 seconds per ballot . 

The ICP is rated to process approximately 1200 ballots in the four-hour timespan 
from the end of in-person voting to the closure of the ICP for presumably absentee 
ballot processing. The reversal rate was slowing the process substantially and the 
poll workers should have been able to finish in 1 hour of time vice 4 hours, but the 
reversal rate was impeding their ability to complete their duties. 

At 8:47PM ET, the ICP in Mancelona Precinct 1 was shu t down after a series of 
jams and rest arted at 8:50PM ET and continued to process ballots from where the 
tabulator left off. 

It is unclear why there were 313 ballots processed at the end of the election night 
long after the polls had closed for the night. vVhat is certain is that the ballots 
processed in Mancelona Precinct 1 were done so in a methodologic fashion one right 
after another. The results files on the EMS reflect ballots processed late into the 
night. 
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 8 

The precise nature of the 313 ballots that were processed after the polls closed to 
individual voters is unknown. Additional discovery is necessary to discover which 
ballots were processed until 12:21AM on November 4, 2020.   
 

 

Under the penalties of perjury, I declare that I have read the foregoing report and 
that facts stated in it are true.  

 
 
 
____________ _____ 

Jeffrey Lenberg 
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MICHIGAN NOTARY ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

State of Michigan 
County of Oakland 

The foregoing instrument was acknowledged before me on this 9th day of June, 
2021 by Jeffrey Lenberg. 

Notary Public Signature: 

Notary Printed Name: Ann M. Howard 
Acting in the County of: Oakland 
My Commission Expires: 2/24/2023 
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